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Our love affair with caramel does not stop with juicy apples or sweet and chewy caramel corn. The
smooth, luxurious taste of a rich, buttery caramel candy or a thick, velvety sauce that is drizzled
over ice cream is an invitation to self-indulgence that you must experience! Â And, if you are vegan
or have eliminated sugar from your diet there are recipes for you too. Â In this cookbook, J. R.
Goode introduces you to a number of recipes that will make your mouth water and have you rushing
to your kitchen to start making your first batch of caramels. Learn the secrets behind making
caramel candy, sauce and corn with traditional flavors, chocolate, nuts, or other delightful flavors.
Each recipe is simple to follow and ingredients are readily purchased in your local grocery store.
The author also offers a free audiobook with tips and secrets on caramel candy making and two
other surprise bonuses for immediate download.Recently the cookbook was reviewed by a few
caramel connoisseurs and here's what they had to say:"Yummmm, really looks good! Makes my
mouth water..." Cathi D"LOVE IT. Seriously, it was inviting to me, can't wait!" Laura
W"Carmalicious!" Kathy FDon't waste any more time thinking about savoring a rich, buttery caramel.
Download your copy of Caramel: Candy, Sauce, Popcorn and Desserts today!
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I'm not a big chocolate fan. I know, some people think I'm odd. I do, however, love caramel. This
cookbook grabbed my attention immediately. The book is full of creative and delicious recipes for
the caramel lover. Every recipe is laid out easily to check ingredients and to follow the directions.
The recipes are not too complicated but not so simple that they're boring. The first thing I'm going to
try is the caramel bread pudding. The tips section is especially helpful for those who aren't used to
working with caramel or making candy. This is a must have for the holidays and for all year.

Don't read this book on an empty stomach! This is not your grandma's caramel - this book makes it
an art form. And not just candy - sauces, cookies, popcorn, and frosting. Not to mention desserts to
use them in. Along with down to earth explanations of the different types of creams and chocolate
that goes into making all that gooey goodness. Make any one of these recipes and you have a great
inexpensive hostess or Christmas gift.

As a great fan of home-cooked things that most people don't make (like relish and mustard), I find
this cookbook to be awesome! Luscious candy, cookies, sauces and more - made of butter, cream,
brown sugar, real vanilla beans - how can you beat that!!! There's no comparison to store-bought
caramels - you have to taste them to believe it!!! Great book!!!

J.R. Goode provides simple, clear instructions for many favorite caramel desserts. Variations on old
favorites (sugar-free and vegan carmel sauce) are great. Carmel apples and caramel corn are my
favs!

Before I begin - I've got to admit a big bias - I LOVE CARAMEL! LOOOVE IT! So it was great to find
a book based purely on God's favorite desert topping (I'm assuming that's true).Luckily the book
held up to my expectations; easy instructions to follow and even easier to make, with some delicious
recipes.Personal favorites were - apple cider caramels and the coconut macadamia nut caramals delicious.

What a nice variety of recipes with easy to follow directions! Can't wait to try them all! I really like the
added information about the different types of creams, chocolate, etc. I found this information very

helpful. This book includes recipes that I have never run across and am very excited to try. Kudos to
J.R. Goode for another great book!!

Exactly the book I have been looking for! Who does not love Caramel. This book will get you
through every Holiday of year, and then some! Cookie/Candy making day for Christmas is
tomorrow. Can't wait to try something new with Caramel!!!

I love this book! Easy to follow directions with pictures. I have a husband that just loves caramels
and loves making them for others at the holidays. If you don't have this book you should definitely
get it!
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